Abstract-We introduce normal coordinates in Riemann spaces as a tool to construct color-weak compensation methods. We use them to compute color stimuli for a color weak observers that result in the same color perception as the original image presented to a color normal observer in the sense that perceived color-differences are identical for both. The compensation is obtained through a color-difference-preserving map, i.e. an isometry between the 3D color spaces of a colornormal and any given color-weak observer. This approach uses discrimination threshold data and is free from approximation errors due to local linearization. The performance is evaluated with the help of semantic differential (SD) tests.
I. INTRODUCTION
The properties human color vision vary widely between individuals. This is obviously the case for observers with normal color vision and color blind persons, but there are also significant differences between observers with normal color vision. There are also a significant number of persons with color-weak color vision. It is therefore important to be able to adapt the presentation of visual information such that variations in color vision are compensated. This is one of the most important and challenging tasks in universal design and barrier-free IT technology.
Solving this problem is very hard since color vision is a very complex process whose mechanisms are largely unknown. Even in the sensor-related, low-level side we cannot measure quantitative properties of human perception with objective and non-invasive methods and it is therefore impossible to characterize the color-weakness of an observer exactly. This is the reason why there are, up to now, no methods to compensate color defects even on the basic signal processing level.
Given the lack of such direct measurements we followed the standard procedure in color science to measure one of the fundamental color vision data, the discrimination thresholds and develop an algorithm for color-weakness compensation by making a novel use of these data (see [3] , [6] , [7] ). The method is based on the requirement that the color-weak observer should experience the same color differences as average color normal observers. Technically this is achieved by matching discrimination thresholds of the color-weak and the color-normal observer average based on the Riemann geometric properties of color spaces. These small color differences or discrimination thresholds (known as the MacAdam ellipsoids) are among the few observables in color perception which can be used to characterize the perceptual characteristics of individual observers. Such a discrimination ellipsoid describes the just-noticeable difference between the color at the center of the ellipsoid and other colors in its neighborhood. In the Riemann geometry framework these ellipsoids characterize the local geometry around center points, and the color space becomes a Riemann space with the thresholds defining the Riemann metric. Then a global compensation can be obtained by integrating these local data using tools from Riemann geometry. A recent evaluation of this approach is reported in [9] . For special types of color weakness, closed form, 1-D compensation methods and their fast implementation are described in [7] . For many color-weak observers these methods are not general enough and simultaneous compensations in more than one dimension are necessary. There is thus a need for 2D and 3D methods like the ones based on local affine maps which are described in [3] and [6] . These mappings apply techniques from linear algebra and they are therefore easy to implement. Unfortunately their perfomance is limited due to the approximation errors originating in the local linearization.
In this paper we present a compensation without local linearization based on the global Riemann geometry of 3D color spaces to avoids these errors. In [5] discrimination threshold data were measured on the chromaticity plane of the CIEXYZ space and a 2D compensation was implemented. The experiments showed that more accurate threshold data were required and that chromaticity information alone was, in general, not sufficient to produce satisfying compensation results. This showed that a simultaneous compensation of both lightness and chromaticity in 3D color spaces is needed. In this paper we build on these results by first presenting an explicit and systematic description of a compensation principle based on global color difference preserving maps or isometries. Furthermore, we report on a new set of discrimination threshold measurements for both color-weak and normal observers in CIELUV space of reasonably high resolution. Based on these results we construct uniform color spaces of color-weak and normal observers using Riemann normal coordinates in both color spaces. This results in a global isometry which is then applied for colorweak simulation and its inverse, the compensation map. The proposed method is applied to natural images using measured discrimination thresholds of colorweak and normal observers. Its performance is evaluated using semantic differential (SD) tests [8] .
II. COMPENSATION AND THE RIEMANN GEOMETRY OF COLOR SPACES
A Riemann space is a space with a local geometry described by the metric tensor G(x) at a point x ([1], [2] ). In particular the distance between x and a point in its neighborhood located at a distance Δx from it is, approximately, given by:
The local metric, given by the positive-symmetric matrix G(x) is derived from the just-noticeable color differences in the color spaces. The differences define the MacAdam ellipses and ellipsoids. They are among the first measurements of the metric tensor in 2D and 3D spaces and color vision was one of the application areas mentioned by Riemann when he introduced his new geometrical construction. The distance d(x 1 , x 2 ) between two points x 1 , x 2 in a Riemann space is defined as the length of the shortest path γ 12 connecting the two points. These paths are known as geodesics and large color differences in color spaces can also be defined in this manner:
We model the color perception of an individual observer by deriving the metric of the color space from his/her threshold measurements. Subjective color differences are then measured as distances in this color space. Constructing colordifference-preserving maps f between different observers is then reduced to find isometries from space C 1 with Riemann metric G 1 (x) to space C 2 with metric G 2 (y) such that
where D f is the Jacobian of f . This is a local isometry which always maps the threshold ellipsoid at x onto the threshold ellipsoid at y = f (x). It can be shown that this also gives a global isometry where the distances between y 1 = f (x 1 ) and y 2 = f (x 2 ) are always the same as that between x 1 and x 2 . For details using the local isometries see [3] and [6] .
Here we construct a global isometry directly from Riemann normal coordinates. These coordinates correspond to polar coordinates in Euclidean space and are constructed as follows: From a given point, the origin, one draws geodesics of a given length which are all separated by the same angle. Then one connects the points on adjacent geodesics to obtain the Riemann normal coordinates. In this way an isometry p between the color space and the Euclidean space is obtained. This Euclidean space corresponds to the uniform color space U of the original color space and p is called a uniformization map (see Fig.1 ) Now given two color spaces C 1 and C 2 , we draw from a common origin geodesics to obtain two Riemann normal coordinates, one in each color space. Denote the uniformization from C i to U as p i , i = 1, 2. Then since the inverse of an isometry and composition of two isometries are also isometry, we obtain an isometry between C 1 and
be the color spaces of normal and color-weak observers, then f is the color-weak simulation map, which shows to normal observers what a color-weak observer actually sees. The compensation map is defined as the inverse map of f ,
In the following we illustrate this construction based on our measurements. We choose as the common origin the location of the D65 light source and draw geodesics which are obtained as solution curves of the following ODE:
where Γ i jk is the Christoffel symbol defined as follows:
Here the metric and its inverse are denoted by G = (g ij ), G −1 = (g ij ) and the Einstein summation convention is used.
III. DISCRIMINATION THRESHOLD MEASUREMENT
In fact, the proposed algorithm can compensate between arbitrary two observers as long as their discrimination threshold data are available. In our experiments we measured color discrimination thresholds of a normal observer and a most typical color-weak observer of D type with the adjustment method in CIELUV sRGB space and data from an Anomalouscope. We obtained 77 sampling points, at 5 different lightness levels L=30, 40, 50, 60, 70. Data grids in the chromaticity planes of these levels contain 9, 13, 19, 20, 16 points. An ellipsoid at a point is estimated from deviations in 14 directions from the point. We used 
IV. APPLICATION AND EVALUATION
We illustrate the algorithm by constructing a compensation map between the color-normal and color-weak observers. The original image is shown in Fig.5a and the 2D and 3D color-weak compensations are shown in Figs. 5b and 5c. It can be observed that the 2D compensation enhanced both red and green but with quite different L values. Meanwhile, the 3D compensation combined chromaticity with lightness to produce more natural tone and contrast and therefore a balanced color distribution. Since a direct evaluation of the perfomance of compensation is difficult, especially for natural images with complicated color distributions, we used the semantic differential method [8] to compare visual impression before and after compensation. 20 adjectives as given by Osgood were used with a seven scales questionnaire. The results and the correlation coefficients between SD scores of a color normal observer seeing the original and a colorweak observer seeing the compensated images are shown in Table I . These results indicate that the compensation leads to a closer similarity between the perception of the color-weak and the normal observer.
V. SUMMARY
We introduced Riemann normal coordinates as a tool to construct mappings between the color spaces with metrics defined by the perception properties of different observers. These metrics were measured for colorweak and color normal observers and 2D and 3D color-weak compensation were implemented. The semantic differential evaluation showed that both the 2D and the 3D compensations increased correlation between impressions of the color normal and the colorweak observer and that the 3D compensation is more efficient than the 2D compensation. received funding from the European Community's Sev- 
